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FROM OUR MAIL BAG
Miami, Florida

Dear Comrades:
Forgot to include in my last letter a

"gem" from "The Weekly People." This
is about the worst thing I have ever seen
in the Socialist Labor Party paper and
appeared in the December 25, 1965, issue.

The column was titled "Question Period"
and posed the question "Will there be
foreign trade under Socialism?"

In part it reads: "How would the ex-
change be conducted? Obviously on the
basis of the social labor time embodied in

the goods exchanged. A million hours of
social labor embodied in the quantity of
tin, for example, would be equivalent to
a million hours of social labor embodied in

machines, or automobiles, or electricity."

If this doesn't betray their lack of un-
derstanding I don't know what does. .

.

C. RICHARDS

The SLP — a self-styled Marxist
organization — has yet to grasp the
fundamentals of Marx's analysis of
capitalist economics. When and if

the DeLeonists arrive at such an un-
derstanding they will discover that
"social labor time" is a yardstick
made necessary by a society based
upon the production and exchange
of commodities — equal for equal —
and that commodities (goods pro-
duced for the purpose of sale on a
market with a view to profit) will
not exist under socialism. Neither
the concept of "social labor time"
nor "foreign exchange" will be needed
in a world-wide society where pro-
duction will be intended for use, not
for "trade."

New York, N. Y.
Dear Friends:

In the January 15, 1966 issue of "The
Weekly People" the SLP, in a lengthy ar-

ticle on page five, claims to be the
spokesman for genuine socialism in Amer-
ica and criticizes The Socialist Party of

America, The Socialist Workers' Party, and
the Communist Party as being parties of
reform and/or "political hucksters" who
advocate a type of society which would be
"identical to the Russian despotic State
bureaucracy."

Oddly enough, they do not refer at all

to The World Socialist Party and its Com-
panion Parties. How come?

A READER
The Socialist Labor Party prefers

to place us in the "Memory hole"
made famous by George Orwell in
his "1984." We embarrass them, to
put it bluntly, by our occasional
exposures of their fallacies and they
live in hope that a policy of non-
recognition will cause us to go away
But we will remain and we will con-
tinue to expose them.
For example, in the same issue

quoted by our correspondent, a
lengthy editorial entitled "Whither
Russia" states: "Not since the ascen-
dance of the bureaucracy has Russia
moved toward such a system of social

ownership and democratic adminis-
tration ..." Would it not be in order
for the SLP to place a date on this

"ascendance of the bureaucracy" in

Russia and to once again state

openly, as they have many times in

the past, that the Bolshevik Revol-
ution established a society in Russia
that was dedicated to the establish-

ment of (what the SLP believes to

be) socialism?
The truth is that the SLP, in com-

mon with the SP of America, the

SWP and the CP, regards the October
1917 Revolution of the Bolsheviks as

the establishment in Russia of a

"workers' state," a "workers' father-

land" and a state that was, "until

the ascendance of the bureaucracy,"
moving toward "a system of social

ownership and democratic adminis-
tration." Which shows them to be

just another non socialist organ-
ization to be shunned by the working
class.

CRITICS OF SOCIALISM
WE WELCOME YOUR VIEWS.

OFFICIAL, NOTICE
Subscriptions, donations, articles and cor-

respondence for insertion in The Western
Socialist should be addressed to the World
Socialist Party, 11 Faneuil Hall Sq., Boston
Mass. 02109, or Socialist Party of Canada,
P. O. Box 115, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

SUBSCRIPTION HATES
6 issues $1.00

15 issues $2.00

Lifetime Sub $15.00

Bundle rates (in lots of 10 or more)
per issue 10^ per copy
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EDIT. COMMITTEE VIEWS THE NEWS

PEACE? HORRORS! NO!
As we swing into a new year,

American capitalism seems to be

operating normally. At home, pros-

perity in the midst of a "war on

poverty" and a major strike having

nation-wide significance; abroad, a

continuing shooting war in South-

east Asia — despite a seemingly con-

certed drive on the part of the John-

son Administration to bring their

"Commmiist" enemies to the con-

ference table, keep events from

"growing dull." And hanging over

the land like a dark and menacing
cloud are the twin horrible possibil-

ities — all-out nuclear war involving

the great powers, and a more-or-less

complete cessation of hostilities in

Vietnam. A continual but controlled

state of actual warfare seems to have

become an integral part of the Amer-
ican and, indeed, of the world

economy. National administrations,

must, somehow, steer a course be-

tween the extremes and it is this

world-wide policy that continues to

keep all in a state of nerves.

There is no need, at this time, to

discuss the consequences of an all-out

war on a global scale. Within the

limits placed upon them by capital-

ism we can expect that the political

heads of all nations will continue to

struggle against such a doom. But
look at the frightening spectacle at

the other side of the pendulum. A
huge ad in the "Wall St. Journal" for

January 11, 1966, placed by Shearson,

Hamill & Co., Inc. Members of the

New York Stock Exchange seeks, in

the interests of the prevention of

panic, to calm the jittery:

What Happens if peace Breaks Out?

All of us hope for peace in 1966. Yet

each "peace scare" sends many investors

rushing to sell stocks. We believe the

coming of peace would mean that our

country could put its industrial and tech-

nical strength to work more constructively

for the good of mankind. We counsel faith

in the strength of our country and action

based on fundamental economic values, not

emotion. Use your heart to pray for peace

and your head for investing, {emphasis

ours).

Shearson & Hammill have good

cause, of course, to worry enough

about the evil effects of "peace," des-

pite the "belief" and the "faith" of

which they speak. They must remem-
ber the panics and depressions of the

past when America's "industrial and

technical" strength was powerless in

circumventing mass-scale bankruptcy

of business and unemployment of

labor. But the degree of their fears

in r- ~se times is also lessened by the

certain knowledge that their repre-

sentatives in Washington will bend

all efforts to maintain a limited war

economy that will continue to bolster

American business. And so they can

talk of "belief" and "faith" in some-

thing that is fairly certain not to

happen in the foreseeable future,

the return to a "peacetime" economy.

A well-known business Newsletter

published in Washington assures us,

for example, that regardless of a pos-

sible cooling-off in the Vietnam War
that the "stuff in the pipelines"

together with the garrison stationed

in South Vietnam will boost spend-
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ing while "if the Reds turn us down"
then even further escalation and
wider spending is in the cards. So
it seems that "we" (U.S. Business)

cannot lose. Already that harbinger
of better business — shortages in

vital raw materials — is showing up
and users of copper, aluminum ex-

trusions, roller bearings, machine
tools, etc. are being urged to place

orders well in advance and to build

inventories. And a splash story,

with pictures, on the first page oi
the Business and Financial Section
of "The N. Y. Sunday Times" (1-6-

1966) tells us: "MILITARY SPEND-
ING BENEFITS WIDE AREA OF U.S
INDUSTRY." So while student and
"left wing" demonstrators continue
to debate the degree of "influence"

they are having on U. S. foreign

policy, American capitalism goes on
its way of exploitation and murder
both at home and abroad.

AND—THE N. Y. TRANSIT STRIKE

There is nothing much good about
a large-scale strike for the capitalist

class, especially when it involves the
complete shut-down of public trans-

portation in a large city like New
York. The growth of "Big Labor"
and its interweaving with local, state

and national politics makes direct

intervention by government and use
of strike-breaking tactics difficult, if

not impossible. So there was little

the capitalist rulers of New York
could do in the recent walk-out of

the Transport Workers' Union once
the union leadership had fingered
their collective nose at the court in-

junction in a television extravaganza.
That is, there was little they could
do but to fall back on the tried and
true tactics of blasting the strike

leaders and embracing the working
class in a sort of "partnership."
"A strike against the public"

screamed the press in general.

"Transport Workers Union in savage
attack on the people of New York
City!" raged the "Wall Street Jour-
nal" (1/7/66) and immediately dis-

solved the "partnership" by adding:
"What we have in New York is, to

put it mildly, a conspiracy in re-

straint of trade." "Trade" is, after

all, a way of life for business —
large and small — but not for wage
workers.
Mayor Lindsay also performed in

a manner to impress New York's
working class — especially the poorer
workers — that they are part of "the
people," or "the public." He visited

the slummier sections of his "Babylon
on the Subway" to sympathize with.

the plight of his "partners" and to

assure them that he, their Mayor,

would do everything he could to get

them back in harness quickly, back

to their maintenance wages. If the

vagrant thought of how close they

are to starvation, despite employment
and residence in the richest city of

the richest country in the world, and

despite their vaunted American
"freedom," ever crossed their minds,

the strike will have done them some

real good. True enough, businesses

large and small suffered enormous
losses but the owners could at least

continue to eat well during the shut

down.
But one thing stands out when we

consider the New York subway and
bus strike of 1966. While certainly

not revolutionary, it was a demon-
stration, in capsule form, of what
working-class determination can ac-

complish. Unfortunately, the limited

objectives of labor unions will not

serve as a lever of emancipation
from capitalism and the very reason

for the existence of labor unions

condemns them to a policy of limited

action within the framework of

capitalism. The class struggle on

the economic front, necessary as it

is, must give way to the class struggle

on the political front — an organi-

zation for socialism alone. And this

type of organization must be carried

on without benefit of leadership by

the Mike Quills, the George Meanys

nr me Walter Reuthers. The enianci-

nion of the workers from capitalism

Ct be the work of the working

f*t» itself By the time this type

faction becomJs possible, the work-

ta class will have ceased to regard

nem elves as a part of the "people

or "the public" with interests in

common Vith the capitalists; will

have stopped looking for .raises
>

n

wages to match rising living costs,

Ind wHl have decided to end the

wages system and the very need of

labor unions and "bargaining with

owners.

A NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE

this new year and the years to follow.

Are you making any New Year s

resolutions today? We all want to

do better than we did last year. Most

human beings are Interested m mak^

ing life better for th^selves and

their families. After all, mans

imagination, his abfllty to see a bet-

ter and essentially ^ different pic

ture from the one in front o him
^

part of what distinguishes hhn.from

the other animals. The average per-

son wants to live well. ^Z™**
live in a spacious, ^ll-furnished

home, strongly constructed and free

from the clutches of bank and mort

gage companies. He wants his lamg
to be secure, well-fed and*****&
and safe from sudden attacks He

doesn't want to worry about foreign

bombs dropping on his home, or gout

the fallout that could come just as

easily from an American bomb or

about the relative poverty which m
many cases is only as far away as the

next paycheck - if he should be

ThSfwants, these numa-needs,

are modest but not many peop e can

honestly say that they fe fulfUled.

Even the class of people who own

the factories, the mines and^the mills

which are the means of Pacing
wealth even this owning class is
wearwi, « v

stress of worries, to
subject to the stress uj.

the individual insecurity which is so

inherent a part of our com™ rcial

way of life. Even a capitalisten

lose his capital. But most people

todav have to work for a living. These

arfno capitalists but working people

who live steadily in the shadow of

want and with the terror of_war

never completely out of sight Their

everyday reality is a far cry from

wha? they wish for and even a far-

ther cry from the American dream.

And yet, they don't have to live that

wav This year let us resolve to try

To make a w* rid worth while a world

fit for human bemgs to live
*

in, a

sane society whose goals are.not buy-

ing and selling and makmg^rofig

but satisfying the wants and needs

of humanity. There is no law of^the

universe condemning us to live
i

m
thl present system, this capital^

system, forever. The^ evils
,

of the

modern world arise from the class

oZership of the productive agencies^

They can be ended as soon as we

rnoose as soon as enough of us

cnoo e'to end them by changing these

agencies from the possession of a

class to the possession of society as

a
r
h
d°on

;
t mean by this the govern-

ment ownership of public pities or

basic industries, but instead, the

common ownership of all the means

producing and distasting the

needs of life which is, essentially, no

Ownership at all. A change to such

common ownership and, of course^

democratic control, of the P^uctrve

agencies does not convert stockhold

ers into bondholders. It puts an enu

to stockholding and to^WJgg
transforms the ^neficmries oi both

these forms of parasit sm into peopie

with no special privileges. Such a
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change ends the production of goods
to be sold on the world's markets at
a profit. The reason for producing
goods in a sane society will be to

satisfy human wants and needs. And
so, goods will all be made as well as
possible and made freely available
to all. There will be an ending of

profit in all its forms along with the
ending of the local, national and in-
ternational antagonisms arising from
the quest for profits.

And so there will be the ending of

war, the struggles for military su-
premacy, the building of hydrogen
bombs, guided missiles, and all the
other terrible things man has devised
to destroy man. There will be an
ending of crime since crime is rooted
in a class-divided society. Most
crimes committed today are property
offenses. What need will there be to

steal when all the wealth of the world
is free for the taking? Common
ownership means society will have
no more use for the judges, the
jailors, the clerk of the court, the
lawyers, the politicians, the bankers,
the profit counters. All the people in

these occupations will find other
things to do and so, for that matter,
wiLl the members of the armed for-

ces, the munitions manufacturers,
and everybody else who is engaged
in a socially unnecessary activity.

These people will find work that is

pleasant because it is useful to

society and satisfying to the in-
dividual engaged in it. Common
ownership means the end of capital
and labor as classes with opposing
interests. The classes will merge into
a single family of man — one human
race — intent simply in making a
world worthwhile. We think that is

something worth striving for. If you
see some sense in this idea we urge
that today, this first day of 1966,

you resolve to strive for it too. All
that is lacking to bring socialism in
our lifetime is your help.

1966
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U. S. READERS — NOTE!
Without your Zip Code number

The Western Socialist may not be

delivered to you.

Property of Capital
The laborer is the owner f hi

labor-power until he has done bar

S

gaining for its sale with the capital-
ist; and he can sell no more thari
what he has — i.e., his individual
isolated labor-power. This state of
things is in no way altered by the
fact that the capitalist, instead of
buying the labor-power of one man
buys that of 100, and enters uito
separate contracts with 100 uncon-
nected men instead of with one. He
is at liberty to set the 100 men to
work, without letting them co-oper-
ate. He pays them the value of ioo
independent labor-powers, but he
does not pay for the combined labor-
power of the hundred. Being in-
dependent of each other, the laborers
are isolated persons, who enter into
relations with the capitalist, but not
with one another. This co-operation
begins only with the labor process,
but they have then ceased to belong
to themselves. On entering that
process, they become incorporated
with capital. As co-operators, as
members of a working organism, they
are but special modes of existence of
capital. Hence, the productive power
developed by the laborer when work-
ing in co-operation, is the productive
power of capital. This power is

developed gratuitously, whenever the
workmen are placed under given con-
ditions, and it is capital that places
them under such conditions. Because
this power costs capital nothing, and
because, on the other hand, the
laborer himself does not develop it

before his labor belongs to capital, it

appears as a power with which
capital is endowed by Nature — a
productive power that is immanent
in capital.

Capital, Vol. 1, pp. 365-366
(Modern Library edition).

$15.00 WILL GET YOU A
LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTION TO

THE WESTERN SOCIALIST

presidents Kennedy and Johnson

took more interest in the matter of

education than any, or all, of the

chief executives before their time.

This was not because they were con-

spicuous scholastic authorities, with

a bias for bookish curricula over

other phases of national regard. It

waS rather on account of the fact

tnat they lived in a period where

knowledge of the various branches

f science was more urgently required

than -at any previous time in Amer-

ican history. They were the desig-

nated instruments for giving that

Knowledge the appropriate go-ahead

signal. They played their parts in

conjunction with a novel social

setting.

In presenting his Education Bill

to Congress, President Kennedy was

handicapped by his religion. A devout

Roman Catholic, he was faced with

the enigma that, while the U. S.

Constitution made it clear that a wall

was erected between the church and

the state, his church was seeking

Government aid to parochial schools

conducted in the main by the Roman
Catholic Church. His decision was

to stand by the wall and have the

funds allocated exclusively to public

schools. This was done not because

he was opposed to the desires of his

church, but because there were four

times as many votes outside the

Catholic faith as there were within,

and legend had it that he was pre-

siding over all the people. He had

to appease the majority. The church

dignitaries worked adroitly on the

members of the committee in charge

of the bill, and then on the members

of Congress, in order to kill it and

they eventually succeeded.

President Johnson, in his turn, met

a dissimilar situation. Being a legis-

lator of long and adept standing,

he knew that any wall constructed

by Congress could be penetrated by

Congress. It was sure to be suscep-

tible to holes, fissures, and breaks.

His primary, object was to find those

fractures.

THE JOHNSON TWIST

Johnson's aid to education program
resembled in general that of his

predecessor in office. The difference

was largely in the technique em-
ployed to put it over. His education

message to the Congress was the

result of one conversant with the

evasive words and actions designed

to affect the lower levels of education

in parochial schools, as well as in

public schools, without unduly ir-

ritating the state-church issue in

the process.

The Johnson message opportunely

disclosed the poverty angle. He
evaded the controversial topic involv-

ing religion, and shaped his program
to assist the school that served

children of low-income families.

This fitted into the nucleus of the

"War on Poverty" that had its in-

ception at the time. He treated

ignorance and poverty together as

forms of pestilence as hostile to com-
munity interests as Communism or

the Asiatic flu. The poorest schools

were virtually disaster areas, and it

was not difficult to prove that there

were poor children in parochial as

well as in public schools.

The church schools will be given

federal help through the States to

purchase the books used in public

schools. They will have access to

supplementary education centers and

services, applying to both public and
parochial school students in such

branches of study as language,

literature, and science. While in

charge of legislation in his Senator

days, Johnson found ways to aid

Catholic as well as Protestant col-

leges by ear-marking such help "for

special purposes." The college hous-

ing loan program assisted both

private and public colleges on the as-

sumption that this was aid to hous-

ing rather than aid to education.

From this example in semantics, it

was. easy to extend the school lunch

program to Catholic schools by af-

firming that, the food would be eaten
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by the children and not by the
church. This polite interpretation
would serve to promote education,
while making a circle around the
disputatious topic of church versus
state.

Every feature of the program —
to feed children, to give them bus
rides, to share facilities — as well as
other resorts to unctuousness, to

skirt constitutional dictations, display
the growing contradictions in the
church-state separation.
Whatever differences between the

two existed when Madison's remon-
strance, in 1786, set the direction,

there is no such solid wall of distinc-

tion in existence today.
Capitalism utilizes all forms of

religion to shore up the secular

structure, while every move the
religionists make, outside the clois-

tered recesses of church or chapel,
bring them face to face with polit-

ical means to enable them to live.

WHY NEW MATH
Capitalism, in recent years, has

found need of a different brand of

education from what was hitherto
supplied. This brand change is really

one of function rather than of con-
tent. Here, too, terminology is in-

volved. Take the "New Math," that
has been given so much publicity of

late, for instance.

There is nothing new about the new
math. It contains the same numerical
or calculating exercises that have
been in vogue for many years. The
only thing new about it is the em-
phasis being given to facets of the
subject not previously treated, and
the deletion of items considered no
longer germane.
The Russian rulers have long been

accused of claiming that all impor-
tant inventions had their origin in
their country. In examining the in-

centive for the New Math, they can
logically assert their right to the
premise. When the Russians sent the
first Sputnik whirling through space,

they focused the American rulers'

attention on the significance of

mathematics. A sense of urgency
was injected into courses that were

being nonchalantly treated in the

secondary schools before.

The New Math presents the required

subjects in the most direct and useful

way. Topics like probability and

statistics, that were scarcely men.
tioned in the class room nine years

ago, are now given weight because
they confront us in every avenue of

communication, and must be studied

and understood.
In the old school system, algebra

and geometry had been handled as

though they were two entirely dif-

ferent disciplines with nothing in

common. One was supposed to deal

with equations, while the other

specialized in theorems. The New
Math finds algebra and geometry to

coincide in many ways. The old wail

between them, like the wall between
church and state, has been found to

have many weak spots that shatter

the old absolute distinctions.

Students are now taught that

these two branches have their coun-

terparts in each other, and that basic

principles like associative and com-
mutative laws that were once thought
to be confined to algebra, can readily

be applied to other areas of mathe-
matics. So, too, can numbers and

equations be used in proving geo-

metric theorems.
The instructors have discovered

that solid geometry consisted largely

of theorems that were of no valid

interest on the industrial scene, and

can generally be discarded. What-
ever remains of value can be combined
with plane geometry, and all prob-

lems arising in either two or three

dimensions can theoretically be solved

in a much shorter period of time.

In the old secondary schools, trig-

onometry consumed many months
of study. Days were idled away in

contemplating the effects of towering

structures on adjacent parks, or the

width of some mythical river, either

at its mouth or a hundred miles back

in the hinterland. Today, while the

study of trig has not quite gotten

into the compass of "ten easy les-

sons," it has been reduced to a course

of four or five weeks, and the

students are able to absorb all that

ia essential to the productive and

Itrfutive apparatus of capitalism

in this shorter period.

MANAGEMENT'S "NEW LOOK"

As the social system is conducted

JaV, education, particularly m the

Sphnological field, must be en-

ouraged^and enhanced, ^fu^re
£ the system depends on it. The

ourneyman machinist, carpenter,
]EST and automobile mechanic

S live more than a chcuitous

Swiedge of the various,

wnge.
of mathematics in order to perform

atisfactorily in his daily work

The civil, mechanical, chemical,

and architectural engineer must be

ven Ster equipped ^ mathematical

and chemical ^™ct™ZZ oi
tussle with the many features oi

their occupations as they extend into

theS levels of technological

nofo^is it imperative for the

average mechanic and engineer to

Stand the mechanism with

which he wrestles during his working

hours, so as to accomplish the opti

mum in designing, building* and

repairing the material at hand into

complete and functioning units but

the managers and directors;
of the

large industrial corporations that

traffic in the 660 billion dollars worth

of wealth produced annually by

American workers, are required to

have more than a Posing compre

hension of what that wealth means.

A budding manufacturing estab

iisnmenf stiffed by ^ management

of noets painters, fiddlers, or other

ffi% nave little UkeUhopd

of success in a competitive lme of

trade. They would soon ff
ipate

the original capital on which they

intended to operate. The. men above

must be acquainted with the material

and techniques of the men below

In one of America's largest busi

ness associations - The DuPont

Company - of the eight vice^pres-

idents, five hold the doctor o
!

philos

ophv degree in science or engineer-

ing and two the bachelor's degree

Of the general managers who direct

the twelve industrial departments,

six are equipped with doctorates, and

our hav? attained their bachelor

de/rees in the same activities. What

?s true of DuPont, is likewise ob-

served in all other aggregations of

capital bent on making a mark on

the mercantile scene.

The problem of producing and

excSangmg commodities, looked at

from any angle, is pret^ well taken

rare of in the present social sysxem.

But the big problem that con ron^s

snrietv and threatens disaster to the

San' race unless sometWng as soon

rinrm about it, doesn't have its setting

Ttne^renL of the physical=s

nr modem technology. It transcenus*

SoTe disciplines and makes its way

into the sociological realm

In this atomic age, where
:

the

science of nuclear physics towers

above everything else in the capitahst

mentalily and accumulated capital

not much consideration^ is given to

a breakthrough from the techno

logical to the social side of the

problem.

PROM HERE TO WHERE?

The physical scientists have ac-

co-molished something useful m prob-

n^edfpths of naturalP*en™
n JT* rpvpflline wonders tnat weie

S^da-w^o oTafcout it. Where

do we go from here?

mathematics canxomplete the amaz

ing spectacles these brancnes

science have disclosed.

The items confronting us
;

by^ the

' t„ rvvmition nuclear fallout,

ulation of natural scientists, but

mstead of portraying means for

removing or reducing their damaging
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effects, they have made them only
more obvious and difficult to face.

The electronic computer is a device

of awesome impact in today's world.

They can do so many things better

and cheaper than men can do them.
Like atomic energy, thermonuclear
weapons strategy, and the biochemical
control of fertility, the electronic

computer has now become a major
issue.

True, they have not yet been per-
fected to the degree of going around
asking bosses for work, or glorying

in the fact that they have good jobs,

where they get good wages in return
for surrendering all they produce to

the class that owns them, but they
have endless possibilities. Already
they displace millions of men in every
department of industry, and the

prospects are that they will become
more elaborate and perilous in the
years ahead.
The brand of education that Pres-

idents Kennedy and Johnson stressed

so strongly in their wordy messages
to the Congress is not capable of

coping with the situation resulting

from the growth of physical science.

An educational program reaching
into the very marrow of the human
equation, where the class nature of

society reveals itself, and where
commodity production, with its by-
products — exploitation and profit —
rules the social scene must be ex-
amined and made clear to those who
produce wealth.

This brings us to the only cogent
conclusion possible: the socialists

propagate the only kind of education
that can change a world of class

operation, with all its contradictions
and deficiences, into a world of social

equality and economic abundance.

J. A. MacDONALD

THE SOCIALIST STANDARD
OFFICIAL ORGAN

of the

SOCIALIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN

Thanksgiving— 1965

Shall I give thanks? To Whom? For
What?

This Mad Chaotic World, its Schizo-
phrenic Society,

Where Affluence Parades and Struts
side by side

The Unmitigated Poverty of Stinking
Ghettos;

And holy clerks pour the Slime of

their Hypocritical Blessings
Over the Horrendous Fetid Mess?

For this Predatory Economy, this

Organization of Status,
Where, over-night, Mere Mediocrity

is catapulted
Into the Category of Celebrity.

While Genius, disregarded, molds and
withers

In some foul and Darksome Garret,

With Millions passing Blunted and
Stunted Lives

In the Grind of the Industrial Mill.

The Flower of a Nation's Youth sent

forth to Kill

And be Killed on Battlefields Abroad,

That Foreign Markets may be Se-

cured, Spheres of Influence Opened,

And the Sources of Raw Material

Assured?
For this rat-race, where the Guiding

Principles

Are "Dog Eat Dog," and "The Devil

Take the Hindmost"?

For This "Free Enterprise," this All-

Absorbing Commercialism,
Which holds Society in its Fell Grip,

and Mankind
Hugs to its Breast and Lauds to The

Skies, as Something Holy,

Declaring: "This is the Best of All

Possible Human Systems
In this the Best of all Possible

Worlds."?

12 Issues $2.00 6 Issues $1.00

Sample copy free on request—Literature
Agent, 11 Faneuil Hall Square, Boston,
Mass. 02109.

Readers of THE WESTERN SOCIALIST
who have become convinced of the urgent

need to organize for socialism, write to:

WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY
11 Faneuil Hall Square
Boston, Mass.

for Application for Membership blank.

for the Lord of the Universe, HOMO
SAPIENS,

Who can Circumscribe this Terrestrial

Globe Seven to One
To The Earth's Diurnal Revolution,

Yet cannot Purify the Atmosphere he

has Poisoned,

Nor Cleanse the Life-giving Waters

He has Polluted?

FOR THESE I SHOULD GIVE
THANKS? If so, again, TO
WHOM?

yet I am Cognizant of Snow capped
Mountain Peaks,

The Cathedral Quietude and Cool-

Depths of Forest Grove,

The Verdant Stretches of unspoiled

Meadows,
The Flora and Fauna of Earth's Wide
Open Spaces,

And the Trilling Songs of Unfettered

Birds;

The Crystal Rippling Waters of, as

yet Untainted Creeks,

And the Glorious Roaring of the

Hills' Cascades.
These I can Enjoy, I can Appreciate.

Yet, NO THANKS I GP7E.

I can apprehend "Homo Sapiens," of

which I am a Unit, —
His Insatiable Curiosity, His Inven-

tive Genius,
His Eternal Restlessness and Constant
Probing into the Mysteries

Of the Universe;
His History of Toil, of Blood and
Tears, "The Agony and the

Ecstasy" of his Long Development;
The Magnificent Temples to the Gods
He, Himself, created

And understand His Fervent Sup-
plications to these Gods of his own

Creation for Deliverance from the

Hells of His Own Manufacture;
His Positive Accomplishment; His

Language, Literature, Music,

Sculpture, Paintings, and the Mul-
tifarious Arts and Sciences

He Has Developed.

PASS THIS COPY
ON TO A FRIEND

These, too, I can Enjoy, I can Ap-
preciate.

I do NOT Stand" Unmoved when lis-

tening to the Mighty Strophes

Of a Beethoven Symphony, the

Thumping Majesty of a Bach
Chorale

The Melodies of a Monteverdi Madri-

gal, or the Harmonic Tapestries of

a Vivaldi Concerto.

These, with Man's GREAT Literature,

His Many Arts,

I can Turn to Account for my own
Material and Emotional Satis-

faction.

For Despite the Chaos and Confusion,

the Bestial Exploitation

Of this Modern World and Its Mad-
ness, There Abides BEAUTY in

Color and in Form.
Appreciating, withal, the Beauty of

This Earth,

Man's Instinct of Workmanship, His

Creative Powers,

And His Vast Artistic Works, still,

NO THANKS I GD7E.
But Appreciating ALL THIS, to a

much Greater Degree I Appreciate

the Companionship of COMRADES
IN REVOLT.

And Yet, NOT GIVING THANKS, I

Appreciate, Above All Else.

4 Friend and Comrade
Such As YOU

W. A. PRITCHARD

The Western Socialist

is always in need

of funds.

We have no foundations

or financial angels

to come

to our rescue.
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CLASS STRUGGLE IN AUSTRALIA

Black Aborigines and White Professionals

During the June - August quarter
there were the usual lively and
diverse manifestations of class an-
tagonism in every part of Australia.
Strikes, lock-outs, protest marching,
demonstrations—the lot. All of which
are of vital interest to the student
of social turmoil, its causes and likely

outcome. Emerging from all this

social ferment and movement and
coming into view are the labor or-
ganisations usually regarded as static.

(1) The Northern Territory Aborigine
Stockmen's and their new award, and
(2) The Teacher's Union (of Victoria)
protest against niggardly wage in-

creases granted them in their new
award.
Though these apparently are poles

apart with no obvious relation to each
other, yet there is an inner con-
nection most instructive to labor
theorists. Paraphrasing Marx: the
lower developed forms of labour see

the image and problems of their own
future in professional forms; and
with equal emphasis modern profes-
sionals can observe the evolution of

their own form by studying the
growth and development of labor in
the living fossil form, viz., aboriginal
pastoral serfs.

SIMILARITIES

The number of similarities in these
two labor disputes increases as the
wrangling goes on. The aborigines,

with the North Australian Workers
Union presenting their case, are ap-
plying for wage increases. The Trade
Unions of Vic. are likewise engaged.
The Northern Territory Cattle Pro-
ducers Assn. have mustered great
legal skill to oppose the aborigine
and union claims. Their reported
reason must sound strikingly famil-
iar to alert teachers as their own
claims for higher wages are resisted.

Says the N.T.C.P. Assn. of their black
stockmen: (1) relative to the higher
wages demanded they are not suf-

ficiently educated. They cannot count
beyond 20 and talk in vague terms

of "big" or "small" mobs of cattle—

-

never in exact numbers, (2) are more
interested in chasing snakes and
lizards and sleeping under trees or

just simply yarning among them-
selves, (3) their morale never was
high, (4) for the same wages it is

cheaper to use more efficient white
labor for after all (5) cattle ranching
is a business and simple economics
demand sacking of the least efficient

labor.

Professor Frederick, Professor of

Education, Vic. University makes
general comment upon current edu-
cational problems. In a more cir-

cuitous manner he says of the

teaching staff much the same as out-

lined above. (1) Too few teachers,

and too few trained and qualified

teachers. In short the immense num-
ber of teachers are not worth the

higher pay they are demanding. (2)

The decline in the teachers' morale
is not wholly related to their dis-

satisfaction with salaries — (never-

theless many of the more qualified

teachers naturally are more in-

terested in higher wages paid by
outside industry and are leaving the

teaching profession). (3) Says an
"Age" leader, ".

. .a decline in teach-

ers' morale could well deter future

recruits." (4) Suggests Frederick:

"To experiment vigorously with de-

vices that technology has placed in

our hands; TV, programmed instruc-

tion, etc." (making more efficient

use and raising productivity of avail-

able labor) . (5) "Teachers leaving

training colleges and universities are

regarded as products, (like prime beef

leaving the cattle ranch), "...hope-

ful of fulfilment for themselves

rather than apprehensive of frus-

tration."

DIFFERENCES
Impressive too are the differences,

for these point up the historic back-

ground of these two diverse labor

forces. (1) The teaching profession

is popularly regarded as one of the

t __. 1966 The Western Socialist
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, „+4,w, ™ blank or from £2 plus keep to £10 plus per

b^^^^^'alp^S week. (SeeVtnote 1).

fmmting beyond 20. Yet it is dif- BLACK AND WHITE IN EARLY

flcult to decide really which of the AUSTRALIA

two is relatively the lesser educated.
The aborigine stockmen whose

For the white skinned professiionais .

g nQw under considerati n are

m their immense majority studiously
Qf ^ remaining tiny fragment

ignore where they, should. *»;e^
£ native race wmch has less than

cising their superior trammg and
2Q0 s of sorry tragic contact with

opportunities by probing the great £ civiiisation. Their numbers

problems of class conflict as well as
^nally estimated at 300,000 have,

reacting to the goad Instead of b^
Mainland> been revealed as

studying the science of social evo-
diminishingj census after census,

lution they, among themselves, are
iaoodeA aborigines

endlessly chattering about Promotion Bate

scales, status and salaries. From the 1921
ooQ

socialist viewpoint city school teach- 1944

ers and black serfs on the outback 1947 - • -^

Sff^SftffifflSSl SEE ^The Northern^^
XSSSi as less excusable than that Tasmania, all were wiped out by 1876,

during the present strife. (3) In the
t 1 MeIb0urne newspapers, June -

teachers' case the Education Dept ™£%^
takes up an opposing stance m this

^ ^ote 2 m relevant dates and figures

dispute. On the other hand, tne ^^ ^ ^ Commonwealth f Aus-

Federal Govt, champions> the stocfr-
r ^ Book 1930 and Australian En-

men in their claim for European

Award wages — an increase of 500% cyclopedia.

THE PURITANS AND INDIANS
"The treatment of the aborigines was, gg^gg;sS^^V^

naturally, ^*&%£,*£*g, l^^rZ^,for women and children

colonies destined for export trade oniy _v wQmen and

such as the West Indies and in rich and prisoners £50, P ^
wen-populated countries, such « Mex- h dren *^ Some ^ ^
and India, that were given over to plunder. ^oiomcu j pilgrim fathers,

But even in the colonies?e^ %£££&~ i£ meantime,

the Christian cnarac^r of P^**
instigation and for English pay

cumulation did not belie itself 3**£g« g^ tomanawked by red-skins. The
virtuosi of Protestantism, the Puritans ol tney

proclaimed blood-

New England, in 1703 by decrees^*g ^* ^"S'as 4eans «iat God and

SfL* InT^^rJs^ Nature had given into its hand,"

in 1720 a premium of £100 on every^scalp; ^ % pp g25_826

in 1744, after Massachusetts Bay
-
naa

(Modern librae edition),

proclaimed a certain tribe as rebels, the
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burning sense of contagious shame
that his own "race" could be so mean,
so callous and yet believe themselves
to be so unquestionably right in their

systematic liquidation of these black,

gentle and rather timid natives. His

book, curiously titled "No Dying
Race," fleshes out the bare bones of

statistics. Among some of the inci-

dents he relates is the time of the

1928 drought. Northern Territory abor-

igines were seriously affected and
weakened by this. Troopers and
police went out and shot them in a
wholesale massacre. (But during the
1965 drought in N.S.W. and Queens-
land fodder was freely supplied and
transported to feed and to keep alive

starving stock. Yet during 1928

rations, but not speeding bullets, were
refused the starving aborigines).

He found the common attitude of

inland Australia to be "Don't worry
about the Aboes, the sooner they are

all dead the better." Full blooded
aborigine children were turned away
from schools and there was very

little education for half castes. T.B.

and leprosy were rife among these

native people and they were entirely

neglected. Moreover, "Malnutrition
has been the greatest longstanding
damage inflicted by us upon them,
and the one least acknowledged with
shame." This leads to lowered resis-

tance to infection. "200 out of every

1,000 children died in their first year
directly as an affect of this." (Dr.

Duguid)

.

Incidentally, during and after 1942

there occurred a brutal parallel to

this horrible theme, in which no
basically generous-natured aborigine

would have demeaned himself in

finding satisfaction. After the shat-
tering of the British Naval Power in

the Pacific and the fall of Singapore,

many thousands of allied soldiers sur-

rendered to the Japanese. While
building the Burma railway and labor-

ing in Japan's shipyards, coal mines
and other industrial works and where
weakened by starvation and sickness,

poorly clad and harshly treated,

thousands of Australian prisoners

died. In this respect, then, Japanese
Bushido is similar to British Chris-

tianity when dealing with a sub-
jugated enemy who is then contemp-
tuously regarded as expendable.
So now less than 180 years after

the first white settlement and in an
atmosphere charged with memories
of ruthless slavery and slaughter, as
bad as any European or Asiatic

nation has yet imposed upon a sub-
ject race, emerging painfully from
isolation, prejudice and discrimi-

nation, surviving medical, social and
educational deprivation, these ab-

origines now find the Federal Govern-
ment is taking up their cause. Why?
At this late date, Why? Is it because
Australians and their Governments
guiltily are self-consciously aware of

the "Colored" nations now peering

down at them from over the distant

rim of the world? Partly this is the

answer. But the clue to the main
reason is to be found in Govern-
ment statistics — the declining black

population.
This trend can continue only to the

point of complete extermination of

the Mainland native as it already has

happened in Tasmania. Future pros-

pects of a labor-starved pastoral in-

dustry must appear grim to the more
wide-awake pastoral lords. The chief

executive of the master class, the

prevailing Conservative Government,

is driven to curb these grosser prac-

tices of inhumanity of their own
class in the wider self interest of

capital. To arrest and reverse this

historic trend, dooming the aborigine

to extinction, he must be treated

equally and given the same chance as

all other normally wealth-producing

and multiplying wage slaves. Thus

once again we see money—that great

leveller — in the process of levelling

out the social grades between and

including Black "Serfs" and White

Professionals.

C. PETER FUREY, S,P. of Australia

PASS THIS COPY

_..ONTO A FRIEND

"TOO MANY PEOPLE!"

"Famine Stalks the earth. Too

manv people!" The black, large let-

TrJ words scream out the message

lorn atop a full page in "The New

vnrk Times" (1/9/66). In an accom-

nanving photo an anguished mother

Tseen feeding an obviously sparse

''meal" to a child whose distended

belly and skinny legs cry out in all

its horror, "pellagra." There follows

In open letter to President Lyndon

B Johnson sponsored by some one

hundred distinguished leaders
_

of

Business, Press, Science Bebgjg£

Education and Government. A letter

which lays bare the problem (world-

wide hunger) ; sets forth the cause

("the skyrocketing population )

;

and argues the "cure"—if mainly by

inference — (the control of worla

population and the upgrading of the

problem in importance by Wash-

m
The "sponsors of this letter are

undoubtedly sincere men and women,

and unquestionably learned in their

respective fields. It is unfortunate,

indeed, that such accumulated wis-

dom should be accompanied by sucti

naivete as to the cause of the prob-

lem and the steps needed to rectify

it. Let us examine the situation as

presented in the statement"

"The world is on the threshold of the

biggest famine in history," according to

Dr. Raymond Ewell, former advisor to the

Government of India. "If present trends

continue, it seems likely that famine will

reach serious proportions in India, Pak-

istan and China in the early 1970s. Latin

America will fall in this category 'by 1980.

Such a famine will be of massive propor-

tions, affecting hundreds of millions, pos-

sibly billions of persons."

The Director-General of the United

Nations Food and Agriculture Organ-

ization, Mr. Binay Sen, said recently:

"Either we take the fullest measures both

to raise productivity and to stabilize popu-

lation growth, or we face a disaster of

unprecedented magnitude. In some of the

most heavily populated areas the outbreak

of serious famines in the next five to ten

years cannot be excluded. Problems of

hunger and malnutrition which afflict

more than a half of the world's population,

apart from the human suffering and human

degradation that they involve, pose a serious

threat to peace."

U S. Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. Or-

vilie L Freeman, said: "Problems of stag-

gering proportions face the densely

populated underdeveloped countries of

the world in their effort to keep food

production in pace with population growth.

Both land and time are running out for

those counties. In the past, increases m
food output were achieved by putting new

land under cultivation. But now the sup-

ply of readily cultivable land is nearly

exhausted in many of those countries, and

new land can be brought under cultivation

only at high cost."

There would seem to be no ques-

tion, at this point, that wholesale

disaster lies ahead but there is more

to come and the letter goes on to

inform us that: "since Congress

enacted the so-called Tood For

Peace' law in 1954" the United States

has poured food into a "bottomless

pit" most of it on a "give-away

basis" in an attempt to shore up the

starvation-economies of such back-

ward countries as India — a vam

attemut in the face of a burgeoning

population. Furthermore it is un-

derscored that in areas such as Latin

America, total production of food^ over

the last five years has increased but

the population increase that has ac-

companied it (25 million) has resulted

in the "average individual" having

7% less food to eat. The statement

goes on to warn us that, at the pres-

ent rate, another five years will see

another 25 million people living

south of the Rio Grande! The United

States Government, the sponsors

insist, must do something ana do it

fast!

THE WURST IS SURE TO COME

There is no question that this

problem is breaking the heads of some

of the most brilliant scholars the
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world has ever seen and that they

are bending much effort to offering

a solution. The solution that seems
most obvious (limitation of popu-
lation in the backward areas, par-

ticularly) is, interestingly enough,
also agitating that hitherto staunch
defender of uncontrolled birth, the
Catholic Church. But the problem
will go on breaking their heads be-

cause — despite their erudition and
their brilliance — they seek the

answer within the framework of a
commodity society and there is no
answer, not even birth control, within

this framework.
But does this mean that capitalist

governments are totally heartless and
unmindful of mass misery? Cer-

tainly not, and we are well aware of

the fact that the regime in Wash-
ington is cognizant of the problem
and does have the organization and
the will to do something about it

within the confines of American
national capitalist needs. Is this just

a crass socialist canard? Let our

illustrious contemporary "The Wall
Street Journal" tell the story in its

own inimitable manner:
"Though most advocates of stepped-up

food and farm aids invoke the specter of

widespread world hunger if strong steps

aren't taken, there is obviously a large

measure of self-interest for many. Farmers,

farm suppliers and others who profit from

tilling of the soil see the chances of greater

income, especially if there is some increase

in U.S. output to supply overseas food

needs. Improving foreign diets and agricul-

tural economies offer a potentially rich

market for sales of U.S. fertilizer and farm

equipment, as well as greater commercial

demand for American foodstuffs; Japan,

once a recipient of Food-for-Peace charity,

today is this country's largest dollar mar-

ket for food exports.

"Broad national interest is at stake too.

The makers of U.S. foreign policy see feed-

ing the hungry as a means of brightening

the nation's image overseas and as a carrot

to draw other governments closer into line

with Washington's wishes. Also, they

believe, relieving hunger removes one

source of war and despotism. As Pres.

Johnson once put it: 'Men, with empty

stomachs do not reason together.'-"

Nor, we might add, do full-stomach-

ed competing members of rival rul-

ing classes. The hungry masses
certainly support war and despotism
but it is the well-fed governing clas-

ses of the world who lead and
instigate their working classes into

slaughter and tyranny.
And so, the starving multitudes of

backward countries will certainly get

help from advanced economies such
as the United States, as long as such
help is profitable to sections of the

capitalist class and to the interests

of the nation as a whole. The starv-

ing inhabitants of India, Latin Amer-
ica, and other lowly-developed regions

can expect a modicum of edible

baloney with a plethora of the verbal

variety, provided they are good

boys.

IS PLENTY POSSIBLE FOR ALL?

There remains the question, how-

ever, how to eliminate mass starva-

tion, how to produce enough and

distribute enough of the goods people

need in order to live. Is the produc-

tion of plenty possible today?
Once again it is useful to quote

from a contemporary capitalist

source. And there is no more unim-

peachable authority than "Nation's

Business," the official organ of the

United States Chamber of Commerce:
"If we were suddenly to double our farm

production, we would raise the world supply

of wheat nearly 15 per cent, potatoes, close

to 6 per cent, corn one half, milk, 30 per

cent, meat, one fourth." (January, 1966).

So why don't "we" do just this?

Could it be that "we" are not aware

of the stupendous potential market

of hungry people in the under-

developed lands? Or is it not, rather,

because "we" are quite aware of the

fact that wheat, potatoes, corn, milk,

meat, and everything else one can

think of are produced to be sold with

a view to profit and not to be given

away to hungry men, women, and

children who do not have the money

needed to buy?
Not that the problem is different

within the American economy than in

other lands. Not only the "have

nations, such as the United States,

Canada, Britain, and the rest of the

highly developed world, but many of

the "have-not" nations such as Rus-

sia and "Red" China raise, export,

and import food and other com-
modities all for the sake of profit and

not because of the needs of their

populations. This is capitalism and

many millions of workers in "have"

nations also suffer malnutrition be-

cause of it, even in countries where
"overpopulation" is not a problem.

As for "burned-up" land and mul-

tiplying populations in backward

areas, these problems either are

created by the backward economies,

themselves, or exist because of the

world-wide system of production for

profit. As Secretary of Agriculture

Freeman so aptly put it in the above-

quoted passage, it is simply a question

of cost insofar as replacement of

cultivable land is concerned. A sane

system of society would not be con-

cerned with the problem of cost. Nor

would it be difficult to produce

enough to satisfy the needs and
wants of all mankind today were
capitalism with its fantastic waste to

be abolished. The effort and energy

expended on military weapons in

"peace" and war, on space expedi-

tions, on advertising, on banking, on
the production and distribution of

hundreds of utterly useless— even

harmful — items would be more than
sufficient to provide food, clothing

and shelter for all of the world's

hungry people.

The answer to imminent large-

scale famine, then, win not be found
within capitalism — birth-control or

no. The learned ladies and gentle-

men who pay for newspaper open let-

ters to the President would do better

by lending their talents to the or-

ganization for socialism— production

for use.

HARMO

NEW LEFT, OLD MISTAKES

For some time now, there has been
comment in the so-called radical

magazines such as "Partisan Review,"

"Dissent," "New Politics," Studies on
the Left," etc., concerning a new
political stance which, for want of a

better name, has been termed the

"New Left" or "New Radicalism."

There does indeed, appear to be a

new mood among those who call for

supposedly deep changes in existing

society.

This "New Left" should not be

confused with an English develop-

ment of a few years back which con-

sisted of a union of disillusioned

Moscovites with disillusioned Labour-

ites and which was also termed the

"New Left." One thing the Amer-
ican "New Left" does have in com-
mon, however, with the English

"New Left" is a scorn for both

Leninism and social-democracy.

Intellectually, the American "New
Left" can be traced to the late

sociologist, C. Wright Mills. Mills

felt that, although Marxism was

worthy of serious consideration, it had
failed as a guide to recent develop-

ments. The proletariat was not likely

to become a revolutionary class. Only

intellectuals deeply committed to a

better society, thought Mills, can be-

come an agency for social change.

Mills called upon intellectuals to

break their compromising commit-
ments to the "Establishment." Mills

was the godfather of a group of young
academic social scientists dedicated

to scorching criticisms of existing

conditions.

So much for the intellectual origins

of the "New Left." A more basic

cause of this tendency is the outrages

of the present profit-based, war and

class society. These outrages brought

into being civil rights, peace, and
other single-issue protest movements.

Some of the people brought to

political activity by these movements
began to consider "radicalism" in

the sense they began to see that

changes going to the root of society

would be necessary if their goals were
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ever to be realized. They were some-

times stimulated in this direction by

a handful of infiltrators from the "Old

Left" — Socialist Party of America,

Communist Party, and Socialist Work-

ers' Party. However, a main charac-

teristic of the "New Left" is its

suspicion of and hostility to the sects

of the "Old Left."

THE DIFFERENCES

The "New Left" takes pride in their

scornful rejection of the stale old

quarrels of the "Old Left." Rather

than squabbling over dogma and past

history the "New Left" believes the

animosities of the past should be

buried in common action directed

toward securing such goals as peace,

civil rights, etc, Of course, there

is much truth in their rejection of

the sophical arguments and phony

issues of the social democrats and

bolsheviks. However, they go too far

when they shun all considerations

of theory. This suspicion of

"ideology" is one tragic result of the

nonsense put out in the past by the

"Old Left." Before returning to this

point it may be well to give a few

more characteristics of the "New

Left."
Another distinctive characteristic

of the "New Left" is that, unlike

traditional radicals, they are not very

concerned with the labor movement.

They are not moved by the plight of

the average worker. Most of the

"New Left" come from middle-income

white collar families permeated with

bourgeois values. They tend to retain

the stereotype of the wage worker

which is drawn from the older craft

unions. They picture the worker as

well-paid, chauvinistic, uncouth, big-

oted, and fairly conservative,

although they do have sympathy for

the Negro slum dweller and others in

the lower level of society.

Nor do they feel organized labor

will aid them much in their object-

ives The real identification of the

"New Left" is with the new type of

college-trained intellectual who is

alienated by the absurdities of Amer-

ican society. It is the dullness,

hypocricies, and absurdities of re-

spectable life rather than the actual

experience of poverty and degradation

that has alienated the average "New
Lefter." They cannot identify with

the wage-worker, but they can iden-

tify with the alienated intellectual.

The lack of meaningful, exciting

work that is worthy of serious atten-

tion is a problem recognized by this

type of person.

Another common element in the

"New Left" is an emphasis on "ac-

tivism" in the sense of protest

marches, demonstrations, sit-ins,

teach-ins, etc.* However, none of

these activities demand a new eco-

nomic structure. They are all reform-

ist, in the sense of protesting some

outrage of capitalist society or calling

upon such a society to function more

satisfactorily. To the socialist, such
,

activity is naive to the extent that

it is based on the assumption that

capitalism can function in such a

fashion as to satisfy human needs.

To the extent that such activity is

engaged in to gain attention, and

thus supposedly support, for move-

ments leading to basic changes, the

socialist judges them misguided. If

something other than capitalism is

the answer then the best approach

is to openly advocate socialism. The

"New Letters," however, generally

refuse to call themselves socialists.

This is fortunate since none of them

are socialists. However, by following

"activist" tactics, the "New Lett is

merely repeating the mistakes of tne

"Old Left." * See page 20.

Mention of the tactics of the "New

Left" should also include one ntner

approach now being tried. This
.

i&

the field of community organizing

whereby young people enter ;

the slums

and try to organize slum fellers in

such a fashion that they can flgnj

back against the "power structure.

This tactic has the weakness oi

dealing with things subordinate to

the main economic role men play "

capitalist society, namely, their rote

of wage workers. The dependency

of people on wages and the
_

lrrei

evancy of community organizing
:

w
people's status as wage workers dooms

this approach. Taken to its extreme,

Pommunity organizing represents a

retrogression to utopianism — the

Sea that a few people can withdraw

rom the evils of capitalism to build

abetter society on their own.

SOME SOCIALIST GERMS

Finally, the "New Left" is charac-

terized by a new vocabulary — one

we may add, that is imprecise and

Sbiguous. They do not usuaUy
*
fer to themselves as socialist. To

hem socialism means government

ownership and national planning by

bureaucrats. Thanks to the con-S spread by the "Old Left," the

new radicals have never heard real

socialism expounded They do not

refer to the "capitalist class" but use

terms such as "the Establishment

and the "Power Structure." Some ot

them define their goal as a par-

ticipating democracy," a condition m
which those actually involved in

decisions will participate directly in

them in some as yet. unexplained

fashion. Perhaps here there is some

germ of a socialist understanding.

Socialists realize that there cannot

by any real democracy as long as

workers are subjected to wage-slavery.

Democracy presupposes common

ownership and free right of access

to wealth. ....

Another germ of socialism withm

the "New Left" is its distrust of cen-

\
tralization and its interest in local,

I non-governmental institutions as a

tool for social living. Most of the

I past radicals have looked upon the

;

national government as a sort or

s deus ex machina which, once workers

seized power, could be used to solve

| their problems.
In evaluating the new tendency m

American politics, we first must wel-

come its positive side. We are glad

' that they have no confidence in the

phony socialist organizations of tne

I "Old Left " —* the social democrats,

I the Moscovites, and the Trotzkyites.

We are happy to see the rejection ot

the liberal-conservative assumption

i that capitalism is basically sound h

only some aspects of it were to be

changed. Most of all, we welcome

their enthusiasm, dedication, ana

willingness to sacrifice for a better

society. After the soothing words of

the "end of ideology" spokesmen and

the bland conformism of the or-

ganization men, it is refreshing to

see a generation that seems genuinely

alive to the horrors of capitalist

society.

THE LIMITATIONS

The negative side of the whole

movement remains. We have already

mentioned the limitations in their two

principal tactics — demonstrations

and community organizing. The only

other tactic is one suggested by a

few infiltrating liberals who urge

coalition with the Democratic Party.

Beyond the questions of tactics,

methods of achieving a goal, there

is the question of the goals them-

selves. The goals of the "New Left

are so unclear that they can hardly

be seriously examined. This failing

is recognized by prominent "New

Letters" who talk about the need to

search for clearly defined goals.

Without a seriously considered goal,

political activity becomes little more

than an expression of youthful ex-

uberance Yet a serious consideration

of political ends leads into "ideology

or to social science. .

The issues that socialists have dis-

cussed for a century are worthy of

serious consideration by all. Social

problems can be compared to the

problems of individual health. Where

would we be if we refused to conduct

our medical therapy according to

some set of consistent principles

verified by experience? A rejection

of science in the realm of medicine

would place us back on the level of

the witch-doctor. It is a safe as-

sumption that all can agree that

reliance on the lore of the witch doc-

tor is inferior to medical science in

dealing with medical problems. In

the same fashion, resort to unscien-

tific assumptions and the ignoring

of existing knowledge concerning tne

functioning of society cannot cure

social problems.

Without a clear sense of where it

wants to go, the "New Left" is bound

to blunder into the same- mistakes
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committed by men in the past. It

has been said that those who ignore

history are doomed to repeat it.

Socialists know that the cause of the
problems the "New Lefters" are
reacting against is the way in which
society is organized — namely —
the accumulation of capital, above all

else. Unless society is changed and
the relationship between capital and

*New York Times Magazine, 1/23/66 in a

feature article: "Spokesman for the New-

Left" describes the merits of the New Left

in the words of Staughton Lynd, as fol-

lows:

"Spontaneity, of course, implies action.

It is right and proper, Lynd says, for

citizens to fashion their own political

responses. Street demonstrations are there-

fore fruitful because they encourage par-

labor is terminated these problems
will remain. Fighting symptoms
while leaving the cause untouched
is futile. Let us hope that the "New
Left" adopts the only new approach
left — that of building a movement
committed to constructing a socialist

society.

JEROME

ticipation in the body politic; it is the way
the powerless and disenfranchised express

themselves. A protest is good because it

stimulates discussion and may somehow
lead to a change in the corporate system.

"There is a sterility to any merely

analytical appraisal of society' Lynd says,

'One must act even if one has an imperfect

understanding of the situation in the hope

that action will lead to improvement."'

THE GREEN GIANT
In The Western Socialist, No. 2-1965,

appeared the following:
'<And so the gigantic international car-

tels, with head offices in the United States,

go on thumbing their noses at the appeals

by the American government to restrain

their foreign profit-taking in the interests

of 'our country' i. e., American capitalism

as a whole... These 'patriotic* American

capitalists, at the same time, were keeping

up a constant barrage in their commercial

ballyhoos: 'BUY AMERICAN, as a patriotic

duty to your country.' "

The Boston Globe, 6-25-65, reports

that the study just completed by the

Commerce Clearing House, a private

agency that reports on tax and busi-

ness laws, revealed that data col-

lected by the Union of Industries of

the European Communities show
that the European Common Market
enterprises run a poor second in com-
petition with the giant United States

corporations that dominate the

world's markets.

Here are some Interesting statis-

tics:

Of the 500 leading firms in the

world, 306 are based in the United

States and 74 in the Common Market
countries. Of 64 enterprises with

more than $1 billion in sales, 49 are

American with only 15 in the rest of

the world. Of 246 enterprises with

sales in excess of $250 million in 1962,

127 of them were American and ac-

counted for 65.5% of the gross sales.

Total sales of the 20 largest U. S.

firms are roughly equivalent to Ger-

many's gross national product; 5

American firms to Italy's gross nation-

al product, and 4 American firms to

Belgium's. Sales for 1963 of the

General Motors, America's largest

corporation, exceeded Germany's 1965

budget. Gross sales of Volkswagen,

Germany's largest enterprise, barely

exceeded General Motors net profit.

It is interesting to note that: More

than 70% of American branches now

in existence in Common Market

countries were established after 1957,

when the Common Market was estab-

lished. Between 1958 and 1963, more

than 2100 American firms set up

branches in Europe and of the lOOu

leading American companies, 700 have

plants in Europe as compared witn

460 three years ago.

American capitalism is foremost

in the quest for profits in the worm

markets, -

YE' HER LETTER THE N. Y. TIMES

REFUSED TO PRINT

Letter to The New York Times Magazine

IS THERE A NEGRO REVOLUTION?

At the massive Rev. Reefo Memorial

Demonstration on Boston Common one of

^ speakers asked the question: "What

are you going to tell your children when

they ask you what did you do during the

Negro Revolution?" Far better, should our

children ask us: "What did you do during

the Socialist Revolution?"

In the 1960s we are witnessing the com-

ing of age of the general recognition of and

determination to alleviate the social plight

of the American Negroes. But we are not

witnessing anything that does away with

this social plight. All we see are legalistic

measures being enacted which require

coercion and duress for their enforcement.

And, in the diplomatic arena, the driving

force behind the official support of the

Negro "equality" movement is admittedly

the necessity of creating a favorable image

of American "freedom and democracy" in

the Asiatic and African continents with the

reactions on European chancelleries.

A question: Negroes of the South, would

you see your future? Just go up North

and ask your brother Negroes about the

alleged blessings of Negro "equality and

freedom." The passage of civil rights

measures and the so-called abolition of dis-

criminatory practices have not, in any way
at all, altered the predominant social

relations.

And the primary characteristic of a social

revolution is to change the social relation-

ships. The social revolution called for in

the historic conditions of the 1960s is to

supplant production for profit (capitalism)

with production for use (socialism.)

Inherently, capitalism breeds prejudices,

bigotry and hatreds. Kenneth B. Clark, in

The N.Y. Times Magazine (4-4-65), bemoans
the "Delusion of the White Liberals." Un-

fortunately, both Negro and White liberals

as well as Negro and White reactionaries

suffer the same delusion. This very concept

?f race, itself, is a fallacy, speaking

'scientifically. Negroes and Whites are

essentially social categories, as can be seen

by examining differing behaviors and at-

titudes throughout the globe. Homo sapiens

is but one species.

Capitalism is a class society, despite the

apologists and pundits. The Negro and

White workers have common interests. It

is an illusion that there are common in-

terests between Negroes and Whites as

Americans.

The power of the coming of age of Negro

resistance only foreshadows the power of

socialist ideas when they come of age.
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TORONTO LOCAL
YOU ARE INVITED to the following

DISCUSSION GROUP MEETINGS to be
held on THURSDAY EVENINGS at:

207 Willow Avenue (Entrance on Pine
Ave. — known to local people as the old
Grotto — Car stop Beech and Queen,
walk one block east, two blocks north).'

February 10, '66—UNITED NATIONS —
UNITED FOR WHAT?

February 24, '66—MUST WE INHERIT
POVERTY?

March 10, '66—EDUCATION or BRAIN-
WASHING.

March 24, '66—THE MYTH OF RACE.
April 7, 66—"RED" CHINA — THREAT
OR PROMISE.

April 21, '66—CAN NATIONALIZATION
WORK FOR YOU?

May 5, '66—IS CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
A CRIME?

May 19, '66—COMMUNIST
THE GREAT HOAX.

'

June 2, '66—CANADA
STATE.

RUSSIA

51st UNITED

Full and Frank Discussion; Opens 8:00 p.m.
Refreshments 7:30 p m. — Charge 10c'

For Information Regarding Economics
Classes — Telephone OX 9-5987 - G Catt
Ml -JRW? H. Syms.691-6575

ERRATUM: In the article "No More
Depressions" (W. S. No. 6-1965) the name
of the Chairman of President Johnson's
Council of Economic Advisers was wrongly
given as Dr. Walter rather than Dr. Wal-
ter Heller. We regret this error.

NOTE: The chapter on "Gems From
American History," promised for this is-
sue, was again crowded out. It will in all
probabilities, appear in W. S. No. 2-1966.

SOCIALIST SPEAKERS
Groups desiring to hear the socialist

message, write us. We shall try to make
arrangements.

SOCIALISM ON RADIO
Listen to local Boston Radio prngrams on Saturday evenings Jan oV

Feb. 12, Feb. 26, March 9, and March
23, from 6:55 to 7 P.M. over WCJ?£- 1330 AM or WCRB - 102.5 FM

Read SOCIALIST LITERATURE

11

LOCAL BOSTON ACTIVITIES

Faneuil Hall Sq., Boston, Mass.

February 4—FILM ON CASTRO

Feb. 11—TALK-SLAVERY, OLD & NEW—H. MORRISON

Feb. 18—FILM
CITY"

"THE HEART OF THE

Feb. 25—LOCAL MEETING, Discussion.

March 4—FILM —"THE DROPOUT"

March 11—Talk - THE PARIS COMMUNE
L. FENTON

March IS—FILM
W. W. II"

"AFTERMATH OF

March 25—LOCAL MEETING

All Activities Free Admission — 8 P. M.

SPECIAL OFFER!

To Clear Shelves

12 old issues WS $1.00

Our Selection

What Can I Do?

© Get subscriptions.

• Submit names for sample copies.

® Get newsstands to sell the WS.
« Get libraries to display the WS.
e Sell WS at meetings and to friends.

• Submit articles and clippings.

« Join, if you agree with us.

e Donate much-needed funds !

!

PARTY PUBLICATIONS

The Socialist Standard (S.P.GJB.)
per year i.oo

The Western Socialist (S.P.G. —
W.S.P.) per year 1,00

The Western Socialist — Bound
Volume 1947-1949 5.00

Volume 1950-1953 5.00

Volume 1954-1957 5.00

PARTY PAMPHLETS
Family Allowance—A Socialist
Analysis (S.P.G.B.) 10

Socialism (S.P.G.B 10

Capitalist, Wage Worker, Class
Struggle (SP.GJB.) 15

Should Socialists Support Federal
Union? (S.P.G.B.) 15

Is Labor Government The Wav To
Socialism? (SF.G.B.) 15

Schools Today (S.P.G.B.) 20

Socialist Comment (S.P.G.B.) 20

The Socialist Party, Principles and
Policy (SPGB) .20

The Case for Socialism (S.P.G.B.) 25

The Communist Manifesto — And The
Last Hundred Years (S.P.G.B.) .25

Art, labour, and Socialism (Wm. Morris)
With a Modern Assessment
(S.P.G.B.) 25

The Socialist Party and War
(SP.GJB.) 25

ECONOMICS

Wage-Labor and Capital (Marx) 25

Value, Price & Profit (Marx)
(paper cover) 45

Value, price & Profit (Marx)
(cloth cover) 75

Critique of Political Economy (Marx) . . 2.50

Capital — Vol. I 4.00

GENERAL
Frederick Engels (Keracher) 25
How The Gods Were Made

(Keracher) .25

|h« Civil War In Prance (Marx) .35

Socialism, Utopian & Scientific
(Engels) .45

The Evolution of the Idea of God
(Grant Allen) 1.00

Philosophical Essays (Dietzgen) 2.00

Anti-Duhring (Engels) 3.00

Ancient Society (Morgan) 3.50

POSTAGE PREPAID

Order from Literature Agent, 11 Faneuil
Hall Sq., Boston 9, Mass., or Socialist Party
of Canada, P.O. Box 115, Winnipeg.

PARTY DIRECTORY
BOSTON: Forums every Friday at 8:00 P.M.,

11 Faneuil Hall Sq., Boston. If office
closed, phone BI 4-8772

CINCINNATI, CHIO: All those in the Cin-
cinnati area interested in socialism, write
W.S.P., P.O. Box 5021. Cincinnati 5,
Ohio.

LOS ANGELES: Contact A. H. Smith. 2300
So. Highland Avenue, Los Angeles, 18, Caiif

.

MONTREAL: Those interested in Socialism
contact Trevor Goodger-HiU, 81 Oscar St.,
Montreal. Phone 845-9364.

NEW YORK: Discussions, third Friday of

each month, 8:00 P. M. at Academy Hall,

Room 15G, 853 Broadway, New York City.

SAN FRANCISCO: AU those in the San
Francisco area interested in Socialism,
contact J. A. McDonald, 48 Turk Street,
San Francisco 2, Calif.

TORONTO, ONT.: For information on
activities of Local Toronto, contract
H. Syms, 2140 Queen St., East, Toronto
8, Ontario, Phone 691-6575.

VICTORIA, B. C: For local activities in
Victoria, B. C, contact C. Luff, Sec*y:
2518 Empire St., Victoria, B. C, Canada.

WINNIPEG, MAN.: Dominion Executive
Committee of the Socialist Party of
Canada meets on 2nd and 4th Monday of
each month. Write P. O. Box 115, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
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READERS IN NEW ZEALAND
Write SPNZ Literature Secretary

32 WIGAN ST., WELLINGTON, C-2

NEW ZEALAND



THE SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA
AND

THE WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OF THE
UNITED STATIIS

OBJECT;
The establishment of a system of society based upon the common
ownership and democratic control of the means and instruments for
producing and distributing wealth by and in the interest of society
as a whole.

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES
The Companion Parties of Socialism hold:

1 That society as at present constituted is based upon the ownership of the means
of living (i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.) by the capitalist or master class,

and the consequent enslavement of the working class, by whose labor alone wealth

Is produced.

2 That in society, therefore, there is an antagonism of interests, manifesting itself

as a class struggle between those who possess but do not produce, and those who
produce but do not possess.

3 That this antagonism can be abolished only by the emancipation of the worfcing

class from the domination of the master class, by the conversion into the com-

mon property of society of the means of production and distribution, and their demo-

cratic control by the whole people.

A That as in the order of social evolution the worfcing class is the last class to

achieve its freedom, the emancipation of the working class will Involve the

emancipation of all mankind, without distinction of race or sex.

c __That this emancipation must be the work of the working class itself.

f.
That as the machinery of government, including the armed forces of the nation,

exists only to conserve the monopoly by the capitalist class of the wealth taken

from the workers, the working class must organize consciously and politically for the

conquest of the powers of government, in order that this machinery, including these

forces, may be converted from an instrument of oppression into the agent of emancipa-

tion and overthrow of plutocratic privilege.

7 That as political parties are but the expression of class interests, and as the

interest of the working class is diametrically opposed to the interest of all

sections of the master class, the party seeking working class emancipation must be

hostile to every other party.

Q _THE COMPANION PARTIES OF SOCIALISM, therefore, enter the field of political

action determined to wage war against all other political parties, whether alleged

le&or or avowedly capitalist, and call upon aU members of the working class of these

countries to support these principles to the end that a termination may be brought

to the system which deprives them of the fruits of their labor, and that poverty may

give place to comfort, privilege to equality, and slavery to freedom.

Those agreeing with the above principles and desiring enrollment in the Party should

apply for Application for Membership from the s&fy of nearest local or the Nafl Bdqtrn.

These six parties adhere to the same Socialist Principles:

SOCIALIST PARTY OP AUSTRALIA — P.O. Box 1440, Melbourne, Australia;

Sydney, Australia, Box 2291, GPO.
SOCIALIST PARTY OP CANADA — P. O. Box 115, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

SOCIALIST PARTY OP GREAT BRITAIN — 52 Clapham High St, London SW. 4-

SOCIALIST PARTY OP NEW ZEALAND — P. O. Box 62, Petone, New ^ealand;

P. O. Box 1929, Auckland, New Zealand.

WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OP IRELAND—53 High St.. Room 5, Belfast 1, No- Ireland

WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OF U. S.—11 Faneuil Hall Sq., Boston, Mass. 02109.
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